
U8 / U9 session 

Warm up 

Activity: 

1. Stuck in the mud 

Skills  

1. Passing 

Demonstrate key components of passing: 

- use inside part of foot    

- keep ankle locked 

- aim by pointing non-kicking foot towards where you are passing 

- kicking foot follows through the ball towards the player you are passing to 

- kicking the lower/middle part of the ball 

a. Activity: Bowling - Place players in a circle and set-up cones as pins in the middle. Have players kick 
their ball toward the pins to see how many they can knock over until all are done. 

b. Activity:  Target - all players in pairs facing each other and one ball per pair. The players have 
two cones to aim at and they count their passes that go through the cone. Reflect on passing 
technique with a view to increasing accuracy.  

2. Dribbling / ball control 

Demonstrate key components of dribbling: 

- keep the ball close to you 

- light touches with the foot (inside, outside, laces) 

- keep looking up at your surrounds as well as checking where the ball is 

a. Activity: Body part dribbling - dribbling activity where you get players to dribble the ball in a 10 x 10m 
area and practice stopping/controlling the ball (foot brake). When they stop the ball (important they do 
this first) then ask them to put different body part onto ball: 

- left/right foot    - left/right shin   - head  

- left/right knee    - left/right shoulder  - back 



 b. Activity: The Blob - dribbling activity where all players dribble a ball and 2 players (without a ball) join 
hands (must stay together) and tag dribbling players. When they're tagged they join the blob until all 
player are caught (or not)  

c. Activity: Red Light / Green Light - dribbling activity where you use the traffic light concept to re-
enforce dribbling and ball control 

NOTE: use the term freeze to get the kids to stop and introduce new colours 

Red light  =  stop immediately and put your foot on the ball 

Orange light = dribble 

Green light = fast dribble 

Purple light = change direction 

Crash  = lie on the ground and roll around 

 

Defence v Attack 

XXXXXX    X       ooooooo 

 

goals 

 

1 on 1 defence v attack to score a goal (10 second time) 

 

 

If time permits, play a game at the end of the session 

 

 

 

 

 

 



U12/18 girls session 

Warm up 

Snatch (in pairs and 1 ball per pair) - stand 1 metre apart with ball on the ground in the middle. Pairs 
follow instructions (hands on head/knees/shoulders/hips/etc .... when you say snatch it becomes a race 
to pick-up the ball first. 

Skills in lesson: 

1. Passing 

2. Dribbling 

3. Defence v Attack 

Passing - discuss the finer points of passing: balance / step into the ball and weight transfer / placement 
of non-kicking foot / correct part of foot to kick with for different passes /follow through  

Activity: Accurate passing – work in pairs and practice the above technique 

Activity: Coloured passing - group of 6 players (2 teams of 3) in a 10 x 10m area. Each team has their 
own ball and passes to each other (they must move after they pass)     

Activity: Wall pass -    

    O 
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- Move in anti-clockwise or clockwise direction 

- O stays stagnant and does a 1/2 with the player 

Mention the finer points of dribbling when performing this drill (keep the ball under control/close, head 
up) 



Dribbling - demonstrate key components of dribbling: 

- keep the ball close to you 

- light touches with the foot (inside, outside, laces) 

- keep looking up at your surrounds as well as checking where the ball is 

Activity: Numbered passing (1 ball) - group of 6 where each player is allocated a number and they need 
to dribble the ball and pass in sequence. Perform a number of times using inside of the foot, outside of 
the foot, opposite foot, etc. Emphasise communication, getting into position, keep your head up, etc. 
Depending on ability level you can introduce a 2nd ball. 

Activity: Knockout - dribbling in a 10v10m area and kicking other players ball out of area. If ball is kicked 
out the player does 10 toe touches and they're allowed back in. 

Activity: Body part dribbling - dribbling activity where you get players to dribble the ball in a 10 x 10m 
area and practice stopping/controlling the ball (foot brake). When they stop the ball (important they do 
this first) then ask them to put different body part onto ball: 

- left/right foot    - left/right shin 

- left/right knee    - left/right shoulder 

- head     - back 

 Activity: The Blob - dribbling activity where all players dribble a ball and 2 players (without a ball) join 
hands (must stay together) and tag dribbling players. When they're tagged they join the blob until all 
player are caught (or not)  

Activity - cut the cake 

 

Defence v Attack 

XXXXXX    X       ooooooo 

 

goals 

 

1 on 1 defence v attack to score a goal (10 second time) 

 

 



U12 - 18 boys 

Passing & first touch - re-enforce these techniques when explaining this drill 

1. Activity: Groups of 3 players (2 balls) in a line about 5 m apart. The players on outside have the ball 
and pass it to the middle player who takes 2 touches (1 - control 2 - pass it back). They turn around and 
repeat the same activity with the other player 

2. Activity: Group of 3 players (1 ball) in a line about 20 m apart. The player in the middle makes a short 
pass to the outside player who passes a long ball to the other player. The receiver traps the ball and 
makes a short pass to the middle player who has run to the other end. The middle player makes a short 
pass (1 touch if possible) back to the outside player, who then makes a long pass and the process is 
repeated. Swap the middle player every 1 minute.  

Note: depending on group ability the long pass can be a chip kick, encourage volleys (on receiving the 
long pass) and 1 touch 

3. Activity: Game - 4 players in a 10x 10 square. 2 balls in the game, 1 players is always the defender 
(whoever loses the ball) 

key theme: creating space, making angles for passing, decision making 

4. Activity: Advanced - receive, Turn and Play - a 'give and go' passing drill for midfielders  

15 m apart, 6 per group, encourage first touch, turning on the ball, opening up the body to receive the 
ball side on, accurate passing 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ttRR1NiG_18 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dribbling 

4. Activity: Knockout - dribbling in a 10v10m area and kicking other players ball out of area. If ball is 
kicked out the player does 10 toe touches and they're allowed back in. 

 

5. Three players are in the middle of a 30 x 30 yard grid. The remaining players make a circle around the 
grid. Five of these players each have a ball.  

 

Each player in the middle moves to a player with a ball, receives it, turns and switches it to a team mate 
who does not have a ball. Play continues in this fashion for a designated period. Rotate middle and circle 
players. 

 

 


